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Abstract   Wu j ia zuo l iang(Wood structure 
with three beams and five short columns)is 
the primary wooden structure in traditional 
architecture of south Area of Fujian Province. The 
results show that Wu jiao zuo liang is a structure 
with the characteristics of both post and lintel 
construction and column and tie construction, 
and its two types are San tong wu gua (three 
beams and five short columns) and Er tong 
san gua (two beams and three short columns).
In this structure, Die dou (pile one bracket set 
upon another) is applied in the beam and 
column joint, Longtitudinal construction with 
winding tiebeam and multi-arm is applied in the 
longtitudinal joint. In construction of the eaves, 
maintain the structure by the beam end, Ding 
tou gong (T-shaped arm), Liao shu (short and 
winding beam in the eaves), Diao tong (hanging 
colum), Shu chai (ornament on the hanging 
column) and Tuo mu (sparrow brace), is a typical 
example of eaves extension of bracket in the 
South area where Chuan dou (the column and 
tie construction) is very popular.
Key Words   Traditional architecture of south area 
of Fujian province, Wu jia zuo liang, Wooden 
structure
闽南传统建筑中的五架坐梁式构架
Study on Wu Jia Zuo Liang（Wood Structure with Three Beams and Five 
Short Columns） in Traditional Architecture of South Area of Fujian Province
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